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Complete Communities
A Policy Framework to Guide Building Sustainable,
Livable and Vibrant Urban Communities
The Township of Langley is a Community of Communities; it is made up
of many distinct and unique neighbourhoods, all woven together by a rich
community spirit.
The concept of Complete Communities is at the core of the policy
framework in planning documents such as the Township of Langley’s
Sustainability Charter and Official Community Plan and the Metro
Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future (a growth strategy for the region).
These policy frameworks guide positive change, development and
investments in public infrastructure and community amenities.
The goal of Complete Communities is paramount in making sure
communities such as Brookswood-Fernridge are sustainable, highly
livable and vibrant places to call home for generations. A complete
community policy approach strives to meet the needs of its diverse
residents locally and endeavours to balance the social, economic and
environmental needs of the community.

A Complete Community
Complete communities are places that offer and
support a variety of lifestyle choices, providing
opportunities for people of all ages and abilities
to live, work, shop, learn and play locally. The
use of ‘local’ is intentional and noteworthy.
A complete community is one that offers
homes that are located near shops, schools,
recreation, work and other daily destinations
and offers safe and convenient opportunities to
walk, cycle or take public transit. This helps to
reduce the time and money spent on driving,
reduces greenhouse gas emissions, and makes
efficient use of land and services.
Inherent in this planning concept is sufficient
housing to generate a population base that
will support commercial services, community
amenities and utilities and the provision of
public transit. This planning framework requires
a variety of land uses, including residential and
employment, within a convenient distance and
an investment in and support for alternative
modes of transportation such as pedestrian and
cycling trails and transit routes which connect
one place within the community to another.

Characteristics of a Complete
Community
A complete community describes a set of
characteristics that serve to make a community a
place, and not merely a scattering of residences
and businesses. The concept describes a way of
building places that balances the social, economic
and environmental needs of the community with
the goal of making a community complete and the
best it can be.
►► A complete community has a compact urban
structure, with homes close and conveniently
connected to community services such
as shops, workplaces, schools, parks and
recreation facilities, and other key community
services and amenities that are essential to the
daily life of residents. A compact urban space,
uses land and infrastructure efficiently and
provides residents with attractive transportation
choices including walking and cycling.
►► A complete community includes an urban
population and community structure to support
local businesses and effective public transit
service.
►► A complete community has commercially
active, vibrant and recognizable shopping and
service centres and precincts, that support the
everyday requirements of residents.
►► A complete community has an attractive and
functional, pedestrian-oriented public realm
that includes a high quality streetscape design,
with sidewalks, street trees and places to relax,
that contributes to neighbourhood identity and
character.
►► A complete community has an urban structure
and development pattern that promotes public
safety and fosters crime prevention.
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The purpose of this Brookswood-Fernridge
Community Plan Update Backgrounder
is threefold: to contribute to a shared
understanding of a key foundational policy
framework that the updated Community Plan
for Brookswood-Fernridge must conform
too; to provide a policy baseline to assist
and inform thoughtful and productive public
discussions in the development of the
Community Vision and Guiding Principles
for the proposed update to the BrookswoodFernridge Community Plan; and to provide
more substantive information on Complete
Communities policy framework beyond that
presented on display boards at a Public
Open House. The information contained in
this Backgrounder is a reflection of existing
Regional and Township policy and ideas
regarding best planning practices.

